
Planning a Typical Visit and Starting the Trip 

 

We usually work out the dates for our visits at least 6 months in advance which is when planning starts. We have to 

work in advance to make sure that the hospital are prepared and not hosting other visitors and will have the space 

for the patients and accommodation for us. 

In addition we try and arrange the visits around the availability of the nurses from Kitovu coming to help us and of 

course in conjunction with our partners in the UVP. 

Once a date has been agreed, the UVP will start to look for patients who need the surgery and nearer the time the 

hospital put out radio and poster announcements. 

Flights to book, transport arranged from the airport in Uganda, car park at Heathrow.... A well oiled routine now ! 

Back in the UK we make preparations our end. Some equipment and consumables are not available in Uganda. There 

is usually something in short supply even of the basics such as lubricating jelly for examinations, gloves or IV fluids 

but its always different so difficult to predict ! 

Specifics are the sutures, ureteric catheters and drugs for the spinal anaesthetics we use. We use donated money to 

purchase these and take them with us each time as they are essential to the surgery. 

 

These may not look special but the needle is designed for the job. Like everything in medicine they aren’t available 

cheap on ebay! 

 

Heavy Marcaine for spinal anaesthetics 

We need good quality instruments too so over the years we have bought and taken to Uganda several basic sets 

which we store there between visits.  



 

Scissors are vital. You can buy cheap scissors from Pakistan for around £20 but you get what you pay for and they 

won’t cut through tough tissue and get blunt after a few cases. Good quality sharp scissors are vital but these cost 

around £450 each !! They work and last however so are really worth buying and taking with us each time we go 

along with other tissue holding forceps etc. You need the right tools for the job! 

 

Next we try and guess the amount of money we will need to give to the patients for subsistence, transport etc and 

then get this to take with us. $ are needed too. Accounting is a useful skill! Finally we buy some food etc to take with 

us, sundries such as drawing pins, envelopes and biros etc for the ward and laden down with essentials, gifts for the 

hospital from the UK of donated equipment etc set off. 

The outbound flights are usually about 8.5 hrs and arrive late evening in Entebbe. Once there we stay overnight in a 

local guest house and are picked up the next morning. Moses the Kamuli driver comes to collect us and off we go to 

buy food from the local shops and change £ into Ugandan shillings. The drive to Kamuli takes until mid-late 

afternoon depending on the traffic. There is no way of avoiding Kampala the capital and the traffic there has to be 

seen to be believed. 

 



 

 

 The route to Kamuli either goes via Kampala  and Mukono to Jinja or cross country to Kyunga then over the Nile by 

ferry to Mbulamuti. The roads can be very variable !! 

 

 



Once we arrive at the hospital we unload, unpack our bags and metal trunks we keep there and then set off to see 

how many women await us. Sr Rose from the ward Loy and her helpers have usually brought upto 40-70 women for 

us to see. Most don’t speak English, examination facilities are rudimentary, investigation facilities minimal and 

translators variable in accuracy ! 

 

Somehow out of the apparent chaos order emerges and we try and see as many women as we can that evening and 

the following day. Usually there are about 20-30 women needing surgery. After that we make up the operating 

schedule for the week of 4-5 patients each day, bring all our equipment to theatre from our house and get things set 

up to start operating. 

We’ll take you through the typical visit on the next report. 

 

 

 


